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Abstrat. We present an extension of the model heker Uppaal, apable of
synthesizing linear parameter onstraints for the orretness of parametri timed
automata. The symboli representation of the (parametri) state-spae is shown
to be orret. A seond ontribution of this paper is the identiation of a sublass
of parametri timed automata (L/U automata), for whih the emptiness problem
is deidable, ontrary to the full lass where it is know to be undeidable. Also, we
present a number of lemmas enabling the veriation eort to be redued for L/U
automata in some ases. We illustrate our approah by deriving linear parameter
onstraints for a number of well-known ase studies from the literature (exhibiting
a aw in a published paper).
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1 Introdution
During the last deade, there has been enormous progress in the area of timed model
heking. Tools suh as Uppaal[14℄, Kronos [6℄, and PMC [15℄ are now routinely used
for industrial ase studies. A disadvantage of the traditional approahes is, however,
that they an only be used to verify onrete timing properties: one has to provide
the values of all timing parameters that our in the system. For pratial purposes,
one is often interested in deriving the (symboli) onstraints on the parameters that
ensure orretness. The proess of manually nding and proving suh results is very time
onsuming and error prone (we have disovered minor errors in the two examples we
have been looking at). Therefore tool support for deriving the onstraints automatially
is very important.
In this paper, we study a parameterized extension of timed automata, as well as a
orresponding extension of the forward reahability algorithm for timed automata. We
show the theoretial orretness of our approah, and its feasibility by appliation to
non-trivial ase studies. For this purpose, we have implemented a prototype extension of
?
Researh supported by Esprit Projet 26270, Veriation of Hybrid Systems (VHS), and by
PROGRESS Projet TES4199, Veriation of Hard and Softly Timed Systems (HaaST). This
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rst author to the University of Nijmegen.
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 Researh in Computer Siene (www.bris.dk), funded by the Danish National Researh
Foundation.
Uppaal, an eÆient real-time model heking tool [14℄. The algorithm we propose and
have implemented is a semi-deision algorithm whih will not terminate in all ases. In
[3℄ the problem of synthesizing values for parameters suh that a property is satised,
was shown to be undeidable, so this is the best we an hope for.
A seond ontribution of this paper is the identiation of a sublass of parameter-
ized timed automata, alled lower bound/upper bound (L/U) automata, whih appears
to be suÆiently expressive from a pratial perspetive, while it also has nie theoret-
ial properties. Most importantly, we show that the emptyness problem for parametri
timed automata, shown to be undeidable in [3℄, is deidable for L/U automata. We
also establish a number of lemmas whih allow one to redue the number of parameters
when takling spei veriation questions for L/U automata. The appliation of these
lemmas has already redued the veriation eort drastially in some of our experiments.
Related work Our attempt at automati veriation of parameterized real-time models is
not the only one. Henzinger et al. aim at solving a more general problem with HyTeh
[11℄, a tool for model heking hybrid automata, exploring the state-spae either by
partition renement, or forward reahability. The tool has been applied suessfully to
relatively small examples suh as a railway gate ontroller. Experiene so far has shown
that HyTeh annot ope with larger examples, suh as the ones onsidered in this
paper.
Toetenel et al. [15℄ have made an extension of the PMC real-time model heking
tool [5℄ alled LPMC. LPMC is restrited to linear parameter onstraints as is our ap-
proah, and uses the partition renement method, like HyTeh. Other dierenes with
our approah are that LPMC also allows for the omparison of non-lok variables to
parameter onstraints, and for more general speiation properties (full TCTL with
fairness assumptions). Sine LPMC is a quite reent tool, not many appliations have
been presented yet. However, a model of the IEEE 1394 root ontention protool inspired
by [17℄ has been suessfully analyzed in [5℄.
A more general attempt than LPMC and our Uppaal extension has been made by
Annihini et al. [4℄. They have onstruted and implemented a method whih allows non-
linear parameter onstraints, and uses heavier, third-party, mahinery to solve the arising
non-linear onstraint omparisons. Independently, we have used the same data-struture
(a diret extension of DBMs [9℄) for the symboli representation of the state spae, as in
[4℄. For speeding up the exploration, a method for guessing the eet of ontrol loops in
the model is presented. It appears that this helps termination of the method, but it is
unlear under what irumstanes this tehnique an or annot be used. The feasibility of
this approah has been shown on a few rather small ase studies. One of these is Fisher's
protool with two proesses, for whih the state spae is onstruted in about 3 minutes
pu time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 introdues the notion of
parametri timed automata. Setion 3 gives the symboli semantis, whih is the basis for
our model heking algorithm, presented in Setion 3.5. Setion 4 is an intermezzo that
states some helpful lemmas and deidability results on an interesting sublass. Finally,
Setion 5 reports on experiments with our tool.
2 Parametri Timed Automata
2.1 Parameters and Constraints
Throughout this paper, we assume a xed set of parameters P = fp
1
; : : : ; p
n
g.
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Denition 1 (Constraints). A linear expression e is either an expression of the form
t
1
p
1
+  +t
n
p
n
+t
0
, where t
0
; : : : ; t
n
2 Z, or1. We write E to denote the set of all linear
expressions. A onstraint is an inequality of the form e  e
0
, with e; e
0
linear expressions
and 2 f<;; >;g. The negation of onstraint , notation :, is obtained by replaing
relation signs <, , >,  by , >, , <, respetively. A (parameter) valuation is a
funtion v : P ! R
0
assigning a nonnegative real value to eah parameter. There is
a one-to-one orrespondene between valuations and points in (R
0
)
n
. In fat we often
identify a valuation v with the point (v(p
1
); : : : ; v(p
n
)) 2 (R
0
)
n
.
If e is a linear expression and v is a valuation, then e[v℄ denotes the expression obtained
by replaing eah parameter p in e with v(p). Likewise, we dene [v℄ for  a onstraint.
Valuation v satises onstraint , notation v j= , if [v℄ evaluates to true. The semantis
of a onstraint , notation [[℄℄, is the set of valuations (points in (R
0
)
n
) that satisfy .
A nite set of onstraints C is alled a onstraint set. A valuation satises a onstraint
set if it satises eah onstraint in the set. The semantis of a onstraint set C is given
by [[C℄℄ :=
T
2C
[[℄℄. We write > to denote any onstraint set with [[>℄℄ = (R
0
)
n
, for
instane the empty set. We use ? to denote any onstraint set with [[?℄℄ = ;, for instane
the onstraint set f;:g, for some arbitrary .
Constraint  overs onstraint set C, notation C j= , i [[C℄℄  [[℄℄. Constraint set C
is split by onstraint  i neither C j=  nor C j= :.
During the analysis questions arise of the kind: given a onstraint set C and a onstraint
, does  hold, i.e., does onstraint  over C? There are three possible answers to this,
yes, no, and split. A split ours when  holds for some valuations in the semantis of C
and : holds for some other valuations. We will not disuss methods for answering suh
questions: in our implementation we use an orale to ompute the following funtion.
Denition 2 (Orale).
O(; C) =
8
>
<
>
:
yes if C j= 
no if C j= :
split otherwise
Observe that using the orale, we an easily deide semanti inlusion between onstraint
sets: [[C℄℄  [[C
0
℄℄ i 8
0
2 C
0
: O(
0
; C) = yes. The orale that we use is a linear pro-
gramming (LP) solver that was kindly provided to us by the authors of [5℄, who built it
for their LPMC model heking tool. This LP solver is geared to perform well on small,
simple sets of onstraints rather than large, ompliated ones.
2.2 Parametri Timed Automata
Throughout this paper, we assume a xed set of loks X = fx
0
; : : : ; x
m
g and a xed set
of ations A = fa
1
; : : : ; a
k
g. The speial lok x
0
, whih is alled the zero lok, always
has the value 0 (and hene does not inrease with time).
A simple guard is an expression f of the form x
i
 x
j
 e, where x
i
; x
j
are loks,2 f<
;g, and e is a linear expression. We say that f is proper if i 6= j. We dene a guard to be
a (nite) onjuntion of simple guards. We let g range over guards and write G to denote
the set of guards. A lok valuation is a funtion w : X ! R
0
assigning a nonnegative
real value to eah lok, suh that w(x
0
) = 0. We will identify a lok valuation w with
the point (w(x
0
); : : : ; w(x
m
)) 2 (R
0
)
m+1
. Let g be a guard, v a parameter valuation,
and w a lok valuation. Then g[v; w℄ denotes the expression obtained by replaing eah
parameter p with v(p), and eah lok x with w(x). A pair (v; w) of a parameter valuation
3
and a lok valuation satises a guard g, notation (v; w) j= g, if g[v; w℄ evaluates to true.
The semantis of a guard g, notation [[g℄℄, is the set of pairs (v; w) suh that (v; w) j= g.
A reset is an expression of the form, x
i
:= b where i 6= 0 and b 2 N. A reset set is a set
of resets ontaining at most one reset for eah lok. The set of reset sets is denoted by
R.
We now dene an extension of timed automata [2, 20℄ alled parametri timed au-
tomata. Similar models have been presented in [3{5℄.
Denition 3 (PTA). A parametri timed automaton (PTA) over set of loks X, set
of ations A, and set of parameters P , is a quadruple A = (Q; q
0
;!; I), where Q is a
nite set of loations, q
0
2 Q is the initial loation, ! Q AG R Q is a nite
transition relation, and funtion I : Q ! G assigns an invariant to eah loation. We
abbreviate a (q; a; g; r; q
0
) 2! onsisting of a soure loation, an ation, a guard, a reset
set, and a target loation as q
a;g;r
 ! q
0
. For a simple guard x
i
  x
j
 e to be used in an
invariant it must be the ase that x
j
= x
0
, that is, the simple guard represents an upper
bound on a lok.
Example 1. A parametri timed automaton with loks x, y and parameters p, q an be
seen in Fig. 1. The initial state is S0 whih has invariant x  p, and the transition from
the initial loation to S1 has guard y  q and reset set x := 0. There are no ations on
the transitions. Initially the transition from S0 to S1 is only enabled if p  q, otherwise
the system will be deadloked.
S0
x<=p
S1
y>=q
x:=0
x<=5
Fig. 1. A parametri timed automaton
To dene the semantis of PTAs, we require two auxiliary operations on lok valua-
tions. For lok valuation w and nonnegative real number d, w+ d is the lok valuation
that adds to eah lok (exept x
0
) a delay d. For lok valuation w and reset set r, w[r℄
is the lok valuation that resets loks aording to r.
(w + d)(x) =

0 if x = x
0
w(x) + d otherwise
(w[r℄)(x) =

b if x := b 2 r
w(x) otherwise:
Denition 4 (LTS). A labeled transition system (LTS) over a set of symbols  is
a triple L = (S; S
0
;!), with S a set of states, S
0
 S a set of initial states, and
! SS a transition relation. We write s
a
 ! s
0
for (s; a; s
0
) 2!. A run of L is a
nite alternating sequene s
0
a
1
s
1
a
2
   s
n
of states s
i
2 S and symbols a
i
2  suh that
s
0
2 S
0
and, for all i < n, s
i
a
i+1
 ! s
i+1
. A state is reahable if it is the last state of some
run.
Denition 5 (Conrete semantis). Let A = (Q; q
0
;!; I) be a PTA and v be a
parameter valuation. The onrete semantis of A under v, notation [[A℄℄
v
, is the labeled
4
transition system (LTS) (S; S
0
;!) over A [ R
0
where
S = f(q; w) 2 Q (X ! R
0
) j w(x
0
) = 0 ^ (v; w) j= I(q)g;
S
0
= f(q; w) 2 S j q = q
0
^ w = x:0g;
and transition prediate ! is speied by the following two rules, for all (q; w), (q
0
; w
0
) 2
S, d  0 and a 2 A,
{ (q; w)
d
 ! (q
0
; w
0
) if q = q
0
and w
0
= w + d.
{ (q; w)
a
 ! (q
0
; w
0
) if 9g; r : q
a;g;r
 ! q
0
^ (v; w) j= g ^ w
0
= w[r℄.
Note that the LTS [[A℄℄
v
has at most one initial state (at most, sine we require that all
states satisfy the loation invariants).
2.3 The Problem
In its urrent version, Uppaal is able to hek for reahability properties, in partiular
whether ertain ombinations of loations and onstrains on lok variables are reahable
from the initial onguration. Our parameterized extension of Uppaal handles exatly
the same properties. However, rather than just telling whether a property holds or not,
our tool looks for onstraints on the parameters whih ensure that the property holds.
Denition 6 (Properties). The sets of system properties and state formulas are de-
ned by, respetively,
 ::= 82 j 93  ::= x  y  b j q j : j  ^  j  _ 
where x; y 2 X, b 2 N and q 2 Q. Let A be a PTA, v a parameter valuation, s a state of
[[A℄℄
v
, and  a state formula. We write s j=  if  holds in state s, we write [[A℄℄
v
j= 82
if  holds in all reahable states of [[A℄℄
v
, and we write [[A℄℄
v
j= 93 if  holds for some
reahable state of [[A℄℄
v
.
The problem that we address in this paper an now be stated as follows:Given a paramet-
ri timed automaton A and a system property  , ompute the set of parameter valuations
v for whih [[A℄℄
v
j=  .
Remark 1. Timed automata [2, 20℄ arise as a speial ase of PTAs for whih the set P of
parameters is empty. If A is a PTA and v is a parameter valuation, then the struture
A[v℄ that is obtained by replaing all linear expressions e that our in A by e[v℄ is a
timed automaton.
1
It is easy to see that in general [[A℄℄
v
= [[A[v℄℄℄. Sine the reahability
problem for timed automata is deidable [2℄, this implies that, for any A, integer valued
v and  , [[A℄℄
v
j=  is deidable.
2.4 Example: Fisher's Mutual Exlusion Protool
Figure 2 shows a PTA model of Fisher's mutual exlusion protool [13℄. The purpose
of this protool is to guarantee mutually exlusive aess to a ritial setion among
ompeting proesses P
1
, P
2
; : : : P
n
. In this protool, a shared variable lok is used for
ommuniation between the proesses, with eah proess P
i
running the following algo-
rithm.
1
Stritly speaking, A[v℄ is only a timed automaton if v assigns an integer to eah parameter.
5
lok := 0;
REPEAT
while lok 6= 0 do skip;
lok := i;
delay
UNTILlok = i;
ritial setion;
lok := 0
The orretness of this algorithm ruially depends on the timing of the operations.
The key idea for the orretness is that any proess P
i
that sets lok := i is made to wait
long enough before heking lok = i to ensure that any other proess P
j
that tested
lok = 0, before P
i
set lok to its index, has already set lok to its index j, when P
i
nally heks lok = i.
Assume that read/write aess to the global variable (in the operations lok = i and
lok := 0) takes between min rw and max rw time units and assume that the delay
operation (inluding the timed needed for the the assignment lok := i) takes between
min delay and max delay time units. If we assume the basi onstraints 0min rw <
max rw ^ 0min delay <max delay , then mutual exlusion is guaranteed if and only
if max rwmin delay .
start
x<=max_rw
set
x<=max_rw
try_enter
x<= max_delay
cs
lock==0,
x > min_rw
x:=0
x>min_rw
x:=0, 
lock:=i
x>min_delay, 
lock==i
x:=0, lock:=0
lock != 0, 
x> min_rw
x:=0
lock != i, 
x > min_delay
x:= 0
Fig. 2. A PTA model of Fisher's mutual exlusion protool
Now onsider the PTA in Fig. 2. (Several dierent models of this protool exist [1,
3, 16, 19℄; our model is losest to the one in [16℄.) It onsists of four loations start
(whih is initial), set , try enter and s ; four parameters, min rw , max rw , min delay
and max delay ; one lok x and a shared variable lok . By onvention, x and lok are
initially 0. Note that the proess an remain in the loations start and set for at least
min rw and stritly less than max rw time units. Similarly, the proess an remain in
try enter for a time in the interval [min delay ;max delay).
The shared variable, whih is not a part of the denition of PTAs, is syntati sugar
whih allows for an eÆient enoding of the protool as a PTA. Also the notion of parallel
omposition for PTAs is standard. We refer the reader to [14℄ for their denitions.
3 Symboli State Exploration
Our aim is to use basially the same algorithm for parametri timed model heking
as for timed model heking. We represent sets of states symbolially in a similar way
and support the same operations used for timed model heking. In the nonparametrized
6
ase, sets of states an be eÆiently represented using matries [9℄. Similarly, in this
paper we represent sets of states symbolially as (onstrained) parametri dierene-
bound matries.
Basially the same approah was followed in [4℄, although not worked out in detail.
New in our presentation is the systemati use of strutural operational semantis to deal
with the nondeterministi omputation that takes plae in the parametrized ase.
3.1 Parametri Dierene-Bound Matries
In the nonparametrized ase, a dierene-bound matrix is a (m + 1)  (m + 1) matrix
whose entries are elements from (Z [ f1g)  f0; 1g. An entry (; 1) for D
ij
denotes a
nonstrit bound x
i
  x
j
 , whereas an entry (; 0) denotes a strit bound x
i
  x
j
< .
Here, instead of using integers in the entries, we will use linear expressions over the
parameters. Also, we nd it onvenient to view the matrix slightly more abstratly as a
set of guards.
Denition 7 (PDBM). A parametri dierene-bound matrix (PDBM) is a set D
whih ontains, for all 0  i; j  m, a simple guard D
ij
of the form x
i
  x
j

ij
e
ij
. We
require that, for all i, D
ii
is of the form x
i
  x
i
 0. Given a parameter valuation v, the
semantis of D is dened by [[D℄℄
v
= [[
V
i;j
D
ij
℄℄
v
. We say that D is satisable for v if
[[D℄℄
v
is nonempty. If f is a proper guard of the form x
i
  x
j
 e then we write D[f ℄ for
the PDBM obtained from D by replaing D
ij
by f . If i; j are indies then we write D
ij
for the pair (e
ij
;
ij
); we all D
ij
a bound of D. Clearly, a PDBM is fully determined
by its bounds.
Denition 8 (Constrained PDBM). A onstrained PDBM is a pair (C;D) where C
is a onstraint set and D is a PDBM. The semantis of a onstrained PDBM is dened
by [[C;D℄℄ = f(v; w) j v 2 [[C℄℄ ^ w 2 [[D℄℄
v
g.
PDBMs with the tightest possible bounds are alled anonial. To formalize this notion,
we dene an addition operation on linear expressions by
(t
1
p
1
+   + t
n
p
n
+ t
0
) + (t
0
1
p
1
+   + t
0
n
p
n
+ t
0
0
)
= (t
1
+ t
0
1
)p
1
+   + (t
n
+ t
0
n
)p
n
+ (t
0
+ t
0
0
):
Also, we view Boolean onnetives as operations on relation symbols  and < by iden-
tifying  with 1 and < with 0. Thus we have, for instane, ( ^ ) =, ( ^ <) =<,
: =<, and ( =) <) =<. Our denition of a anonial form of a onstrained PDBM
is essentially equivalent to the one for standard DBMs.
Denition 9 (Canonial Form). A onstrained PDBM (C;D) is in anonial form i
for all i; j; k, C j= e
ij
(
ij
=) 
ik
^ 
kj
) e
ik
+ e
kj
.
The proof of the following tehnial lemma is immediate from the denitions.
Lemma 1.
1. If v j= e  e
0
and v j= e
0
 e
00
then v j= e ( ^ 
0
) e
00
.
2. If (v; w) j= x  y  e and v j= e 
0
e
0
then (v; w) j= x  y ( ^ 
0
) e
0
.
3. If v j= e ( ^ 
0
) e
0
then v j= e  e
0
.
4. If (v; w) j= x  y ( ^ 
0
) e then (v; w) j= x  y  e.
5. If (v; w) j= x  y  e and (v; w) j= y  z 
0
e
0
then (v; w) j= x  z ( ^ 
0
) e+ e
0
.
6. v j= :(e  e
0
) i v j= e
0
(: ) e.
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The next important lemma, whih basially arries over from the unparametrized ase,
states that anoniity of a onstrained PDBM guarantees satisability. We reall the
proof, sine we will need the same argument later on in this setion.
Lemma 2. Suppose (C;D) is a onstrained PDBM in anonial form and v 2 [[C℄℄. Then
D is satisable for v.
Proof. Indutively we will onstrut a valuation (t
0
; : : : ; t
i
) for variables (x
0
; : : : ; x
i
) suh
that all onstraints D
jk
for 0  j; k  i are met.
To begin with, we set t
0
= 0. Then, trivially, (v; x
0
7! t
0
) j= D
00
.
For the indution step, suppose that for some i < n we have a valuation (t
0
; : : : ; t
i
) for
variables (x
0
; : : : ; x
i
) suh that all onstraints D
jk
for 0  j; k  i are met. In order to
extend this valuation to x
i+1
, we have to nd a value t
i+1
suh that the following simple
guards hold for valuation (v; x
0
7! t
0
; : : : ; x
i+1
7! t
i+1
):
D
i+1;0
   D
i+1;i
D
0;i+1
   D
i;i+1
D
i+1;i+1
(1)
Here the rst i + 1 simple guards give upper bounds for t
i+1
, the seond i + 1 simple
guards give lower bounds for t
i+1
, and the last simple guard is trivially met by any
hoie for t
i+1
. We laim that eah of the upper bounds is larger than eah of the lower
bounds. In partiular, the minimum of the upper bounds is larger than the maximum of
the lower bounds. This gives us a nonempty interval of possible values for t
i+1
to hoose
from. Formally, we laim that, for all 0  j; k < i + 1, the following formula holds for
valuation (v; x
0
7! t
0
; : : : ; x
i
7! t
i
):
x
j
  e
j;i+1

j;i+1
^ 
i+1;k
x
k
+ e
i+1;k
(2)
To see why (2) holds, observe that by indution hypothesis (v; x
0
7! t
0
; : : : ; x
i
7! t
i
) j=
x
j
  x
k

jk
e
jk
(3)
Furthermore, sine (C;D) is anonial,
e
jk
(
jk
=) 
j;i+1
^ 
i+1;k
) e
j;i+1
+ e
i+1;k
(4)
Combination of (3) and (4), using Lemma 1(1), gives (v; x
0
7! t
0
; : : : ; x
i
7! t
i
) j=
x
j
  x
k

j;i+1
^ 
i+1;k
e
j;i+1
+ e
i+1;k
whih is equivalent to (2). This means that we an hoose t
i+1
in aordane with all the
guards of (1), whih ompletes the proof of the indution step and thereby of the lemma.
The following lemma essentially arries over from the unparametrized ase too, see
for instane [9℄. As a diret onsequene, semanti inlusion of onstrained PDBMs is
deidable for anonial PDBMs (using the orale funtion).
Lemma 3. Suppose (C;D); (C
0
; D
0
) are onstrained PDBMs and (C;D) is anonial.
Then [[C;D℄℄  [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄ , ([[C℄℄  [[C
0
℄℄ ^ 8i; j : C j= e
ij
(
ij
=) 
0
ij
)e
0
ij
).
3.2 Operations on PDBMs
Our algorithm requires basially four operations to be implemented on onstrained
PDBMs: adding guards, anonialization, resetting loks and omputing time suessors.
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Adding Guards In the ase of DBMs, adding a guard is a simple operation. It is
implemented by taking the onjuntion of a DBM and the guard (whih is also viewed
as a DBM). The onjuntion operation just takes the pointwise minimum of the entries
in both matries. In the parametri ase, adding a guard to a onstrained PDBM may
result in a set of onstrained PDBMs. We dene a relation( whih relates a onstrained
PDBM and a guard to a olletion of onstrained PDBMs that satisfy this guard. For
this we need an operation C that takes a PDBM and a simple guard, and produes a
onstraint stating that the bound imposed by the guard is larger than the orresponding
bound in the PDBM, so let D
ij
= (e
ij
;
ij
) then
C(D; x
i
  x
j
 e) = e
ij
(
ij
=)) e:
Relation ( is dened as the smallest relation that satises the following rules:
(R1)
O(C(D; f); C) = yes
(C;D)
f
( (C;D)
(R2)
O(C(D; f); C) = no; f proper
(C;D)
f
( (C;D[f ℄)
(R3)
O(C(D; f); C) = split
(C;D)
f
( (C [ fC(D; f)g; D)
(R4)
O(C(D; f); C) = split; f proper
(C;D)
f
( (C [ f:C(D; f)g; D[f ℄)
(R5)
(C;D)
g
( (C
0
; D
0
) ; (C
0
D
0
)
g
0
( (C
00
; D
00
)
(C;D)
g^g
0
( (C
00
; D
00
)
If the orale replies \yes", then adding a simple guard will not hange the onstrained
PDBM. If the answer is \no" then we tighten the bound in the PDBM aording to
the simple guard. With the answer \split" there are two possibilities and two pairs with
updated onstraint systems are returned. The side ondition \f proper" in rules R2 and
R4 ensures that the diagonal bounds in the PDBM always remain equal to (0;). If we
update a bound in D then the semantis of the PDBM may beome empty. The following
lemma haraterizes( semantially.
Lemma 4. [[C;D℄℄ \ [[g℄℄ =
S
f[[C
0
; D
0
℄℄ j (C;D)
g
( (C
0
; D
0
)g.
Proof. \". Assume (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄ ^ (v; w) j= g. By strutural indution on g we
prove that there exists a onstrained PDBM (C
0
; D
0
) suh that (C;D)
g
( (C
0
; D
0
) and
(v; w) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄.
For the indution basis, suppose g is of the form x
i
  x
j
 e. We onsider four ases:
{ O(C(D; g); C) = yes. Let C
0
= C and D
0
= D. Then trivially (v; w) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄ and,
by rule R1, (C;D)
g
( (C
0
; D
0
).
{ O(C(D; g); C) = no. By ontradition we prove that g is proper. Suppose g is not
proper. Then, sine i = j and v j= :e
ij
(
ij
=) )e, v j= :(0  e). By Lemma 1(6),
v j= e:  0. But (v; w) j= g implies v j= 0  e. Hene, by Lemma 1(1), v j= 0 < 0,
a ontradition. Let C
0
= C and D
0
= D[g℄. Then, by rule R2, (C;D)
g
( (C
0
; D
0
).
Sine (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄ and (v; w) j= g, it follows that (v; w) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄.
{ O(C(D; g); C) = split and v j= C(D; g). Let C
0
= C [ fC(D; g)g and D
0
= D. Then,
by rule R3, (C;D)
g
( (C
0
; D
0
). Moreover, by the assumptions, (v; w) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄.
{ O(C(D; g); C) = split and v j= :C(D; g). By ontradition we prove that g is proper.
Suppose g is not proper. Then, sine v j= :C(D; g), v j= :(0  e). By Lemma 1(6),
v j= e:  0. But (v; w) j= g implies v j= 0  e. Hene, by Lemma 1(1), v j= 0 < 0, a
ontradition. Let C
0
= C [ f:C(D; g)g and D
0
= D[g℄. Then, by rule R4, (C;D)
g
(
(C
0
; D
0
). By the assumptions (v; w) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄.
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For the indution step, suppose that g is of the form g
0
^ g
00
. Then (v; w) j= g
0
. By
indution hypothesis, there exist C
00
; D
00
suh that (C;D)
g
0
( (C
00
; D
00
) and (v; w) 2
[[C
00
; D
00
℄℄. Sine (v; w) j= g
00
, we an use the indution hypothesis one more to infer that
there exist C
0
; D
0
suh that (C
00
; D
00
)
g
00
( (C
0
; D
0
) and (v; w) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄. Moreover, by
rule R5, (C;D)
g
( (C
0
; D
0
).
\" Assume (C;D)
g
( (C
0
; D
0
) and (v; w) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄. By indution on size of the
derivation of (C;D)
g
( (C
0
; D
0
), we establish (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄ and (v; w) j= g. There are
ve ases, depending on the last rule r used in the derivation of (C;D)
g
( (C
0
; D
0
).
1. r = R1. Then C = C
0
, D = D
0
and C j= C(D; g). Let g be of the form x
i
  x
j
 e.
Hene (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄ and v j= C(D; g). By the rst statement (v; w) j= x
i
  x
j

D
ij
e
D
ij
, and by the seond statement v j= e
D
ij
(
D
ij
=) ) e. Combination of these two
observations, using parts (2) and (4) of Lemma 1 yields (v; w) j= g.
2. r = R2. Then C = C
0
, D
0
= D[g℄ and C j= :C(D; g). Hene (v; w) j= g and v j=
:C(D; g). Let g be of the form x
i
 x
j
 e. By Lemma 1(6), v j= e :(
D
ij
=) ) e
D
ij
.
Using parts (2) and (4) of Lemma 1, ombination of these two observations yields
(v; w) j= x
i
  x
j

D
ij
e
D
ij
. Sine trivially (v; w) is a model for all the other guards in
D, (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄.
3. r = R3. Then C
0
= C [ fC(D; g)g and D
0
= D. Let g be of the form x
i
  x
j
 e.
We have (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄. This implies (v; w) j= x
i
  x
j

D
ij
e
D
ij
. We also have v j=
e
D
ij
(
D
ij
=) ) e. Combination of these two observations, using parts (2) and (4) of
Lemma 1 yields (v; w) j= g.
4. r = R4. Then C
0
= C [ f:C(D; g)g and D
0
= D[g℄. We have v j= :C(D; g) and
(v; w) j= g. Let g be of the form x
i
 x
j
 e. By Lemma 1(6), v j= e :(
D
ij
=) ) e
D
ij
.
Using parts (2) and (4) of Lemma 1 yields (v; w) j= x
i
  x
j

D
ij
e
D
ij
. Sine trivially
(v; w) is a model for all other guards in D, (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄.
5. r = R5. Then g is of the form g
0
^ g
00
and there are C
00
; D
00
suh that (C;D)
g
0
(
(C
00
; D
00
) and (C
00
; D
00
)
g
00
( (C
0
; D
0
). By indution hypothesis, (v; w) 2 [[C
00
; D
00
℄℄ and
(v; w) j= g
00
. Again by indution hypothesis, (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄ and (v; w) j= g
0
. It
follows that (v; w) j= g.
Canonialization Eah DBM an be brought into anonial form using lassial al-
gorithms for omputing all-pairs shortest paths, for instane the Floyd-Warshall (FW)
algorithm [7℄. In the parametri ase, we also apply this approah exept that now we
run FW symbolially.
The algorithm repeatedly ompares the dierene between two loks to the dierene
obtained by looking at the dierene when an intermediate lok is taken into aount
(the omparison used in Denition 9). In the symboli ase the result is, in general, a
(possibly empty, nite) set of onstrained PDBMs, rather than just a single matrix.
Below, we desribe the omputation steps of the symboli FW algorithm in SOS style.
Reall that the FW algorithm onsists of three nested for-loops, for indies k, i and
j, respetively. Correspondingly, in the SOS desription of the symboli version, we use
ongurations of the form (k; i; j; C;D), where (C;D) is a onstrained PDBM and k; i; j 2
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[0;m+ 1℄ reord the values of indies. In the rules below, k; i; j range over [0;m℄.
(C;D)
x
i
 x
j

ik
^
kj
e
ik
+e
kj
( (C
0
; D
0
)
(k; i; j; C;D)!
FW
(k; i; j + 1; C
0
; D
0
)
(k; i;m+ 1; C;D)!
FW
(k; i+ 1; 0; C;D)
(k;m+ 1; 0; C;D)!
FW
(k + 1; 0; 0; C;D)
We write (C;D) !

(C
0
; D
0
) if there exists a sequene of !
FW
steps leading from
onguration (0; 0; 0; C;D) to onguration (m+1; 0; 0; C
0
; D
0
). In this ase, we say that
(C
0
; D
0
) is an outome of the symboli Floyd-Warshall algorithm on (C;D). It is easy to
see that the set of all outomes is nite and an be eetively omputed. If the semantis
of (C;D) is empty, then the set of outomes is also empty. We write (C;D)
g
(

(C
0
; D
0
)
i (C;D)
g
( (C
00
; D
00
)!

(C
0
; D
0
), for some C
00
; D
00
.
The following lemma says that if we run the symboli Floyd-Warshall algorithm, the
union of the semantis of the outomes equals the semantis of the original onstrained
PDBM.
Lemma 5. [[C;D℄℄ =
S
f[[C
0
; D
0
℄℄ j (C;D)!

(C
0
; D
0
)g.
Proof. By an indutive argument, using Lemma 4 and the fat that, for any valuation
(v; w) in the semantis of (C;D),
(v; w) j= x
i
  x
k

ik
e
ik
and
(v; w) j= x
k
  x
j

kj
e
kj
; and therefore by Lemma 1(5)
(v; w) j= x
i
  x
j

ik
^ 
kj
e
ik
+ e
kj
:
Lemma 6. Eah outome of the symboli Floyd-Warshall algorithm is a onstrained
PDBM in anonial form.
Proof. As in [7℄.
Remark 2. Non-parametri DBMs an be anonialized in O(n
3
), where n is the num-
ber of loks. In the parametri ase, however, eah operation of omparing the bound
D(x; x
0
) to the weight of another path from x to x
0
may give rise to two new PDBMs
if this omparison leads to a split. Then the two PDBMs must both be anonialized to
obtain all possible PDBMs with tightest bounds. Still, that part of these two PDBMs
whih was already anonial, does not need to be investigated again. So in the worst ase,
the ost of the algorithm beomes O(2
n
3
). In pratie, it turns out that this is hardly
ever the ase.
Resetting Cloks A third operation on PDBMs that we need is resetting loks. Sine
we do not allow parameters in reset sets, the reset operation on PDBMs is essentially the
same as for DBMs, see [20℄. If D is a PDBM and r is a singleton reset set fx
i
:= bg, then
D[r℄ is the PDBM obtained by (1) replaing eah bound D
ij
, for j 6= i, by (e
0j
+ b;
0j
);
(2) replaing eah bound D
ji
, for j 6= i, by (e
j0
  b;
j0
). We generalize this denition
to arbitrary reset sets by
D[x
i
1
:= b
1
; : : : ; x
i
h
:= b
h
℄ = D[x
i
1
:= b
1
℄ : : : [x
i
h
:= b
h
℄:
It easily follows from the denitions that resets preserves anoniity.
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Lemma 7. If (C;D) is anonial then (C;D[r℄) is anonial as well.
The following lemma haraterizes the reset operation semantially.
Lemma 8. Let (C;D) be a onstrained PDBM in anonial form, v 2 [[C℄℄, and w a
lok valuation. Then w 2 [[D[r℄℄℄
v
i 9w
0
2 [[D℄℄
v
: w = w
0
[r℄.
Proof. We only prove the lemma for singleton resets. Using Lemma 7, the generalization
to arbitrary resets is straightforward. Let r = fx
i
:= bg and D
0
= D[r℄.
\(" Suppose w
0
2 [[D℄℄
v
and w = w
0
[r℄. In order to prove w 2 [[D
0
℄℄
v
, we must show that
(v; w) j= D
0
kj
, for all k and j. There are four ases:
1. k 6= i 6= j. Then D
0
kj
= D
kj
. Sine (v; w
0
) j= D
kj
and w and w
0
agree on all loks
ourring in D
kj
, (v; w) j= D
0
kj
.
2. k = i = j. Then D
0
kj
= D
kj
. Sine (v; w
0
) j= D
ii
, 0 
ii
e
ii
[v℄. Hene (v; w) j= D
0
kj
.
3. k 6= i = j. Then D
0
kj
= x
k
  x
j

k0
e
k0
  b. Using that (v; w
0
) j= D
k0
, we derive
w(x
k
)  w(x
j
) = w
0
(x
k
)  b 
k0
e
k0
[v℄  b. Hene (v; w) j= D
0
kj
.
4. k = i 6= j. Then D
0
kj
= x
k
  x
j

0j
e
0j
+ b. Using that (v; w
0
) j= D
0j
, we derive
w(x
k
)  w(x
j
) = b  w
0
(x
j
) 
0j
e
0j
[v℄ + b. Hene (v; w) j= D
0
kj
.
\)" Suppose w 2 [[D
0
℄℄
v
. We have to prove that there exists a lok valuation w
0
2 [[D℄℄
v
suh that w = w
0
[r℄. Clearly we need to hoose w
0
in suh a way that, for all j 6= i,
w
0
(x
j
) = w(x
j
). This means that, for any hoie of w
0
(x
i
), for all j 6= i 6= k, v; w
0
j= D
jk
.
Using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2, we an nd a value for w
0
(x
i
) suh
that also the remaining simple guards of D are satised.
Time Suessors Finally, we need to transform PDBMs for the passage of time, nota-
tion D". As in the DBMs ase [9℄, this is done by setting the x
i
  x
0
bounds to (1; <),
for eah i 6= 0, and leaving all other bounds unhanged. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 9. Suppose (C;D) is a onstrained PDBM in anonial form, v 2 [[C℄℄, and w
a lok valuation. Then w 2 [[D"℄℄
v
i 9d  0 9w
0
2 [[D℄℄
v
: w
0
+ d = w.
Proof. \(" Suppose d  0, w
0
2 [[D℄℄
v
and w
0
+ d = w. We laim that w 2 [[D"℄℄
v
.
For this we must show that for eah guard f of D ", (v; w) j= f . Let f be of the form
x
i
  x
j
 e. We distinguish between three ases:
{ i 6= 0^ j = 0. In this ase, by denition of D", f is of the form x
i
  x
0
<1, and so
(v; w) j= f trivially holds.
{ i = 0. In this ase f is also a onstraint ofD. Sine w
0
2 [[D℄℄
v
we have (v; w
0
) j= f , and
thus  w
0
(x
j
)  e[v℄. But sine d  0, this means that  w(x
j
) =  w
0
(x
i
)  d  e[v℄
and therefore (v; w) j= f .
{ i 6= 0 ^ j 6= 0. In this ase f is again a onstraint of D. Sine w
0
2 [[D℄℄
v
we have
(v; w
0
) j= f , and therefore w
0
(x
i
)   w
0
(x
j
)  e[v℄. But this means that w
0
(x
i
)  
w
0
(x
j
) = (w(x
i
)  d)  (w(x
j
)  d)  e[v℄ and therefore (v; w) j= f .
\)" Suppose w 2 [[D"℄℄
v
. If m = 0 (i.e., there are no loks) then D "= D and the rhs
of the impliation trivially holds (take w
0
= w and d = 0). So assume m > 0. For all
indies i; j with i 6= 0 and j 6= 0, (v; w) j= D
ij
. Hene w(x
i
) w(x
j
) 
ij
e
ij
[v℄. Thus, for
any real number t, w(x
i
)   t   (w(x
j
)   t) 
ij
e
ij
[v℄. But this means (v; w   t) j= D
ij
.
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It remains to be shown that there exists a value d suh that in valuation (v; w   d) also
the remaining guards D
0i
and D
i0
hold. Let
t
0
= max(0; w(x
1
)  e
10
[v℄; : : : ; w(x
n
)  e
n0
[v℄)
t
1
= min(w(x
1
) + e
01
[v℄; : : : ; w(x
n
) + e
0n
[v℄)
d = (t
0
+ t
1
)=2
w
0
= w   d
Intuitively, t
0
gives the least amount of time one has to go bakwards in time from w to
meet all upper bounds of D (modulo stritness), whereas t
1
gives the largest amount of
time one an go bakwards in time from w without violating any of the lower bounds of
D (again modulo stritness). Value d sits right in the middle of these two. We laim that
d and w
0
satisfy the required properties. For any i, sine (v; w) j= D
0i
, trivially
0 
0i
w(x
i
) + e
0i
[v℄ (5)
Using that D is anonial we have, for any i; j,
e
ji
[v℄ (
ji
=) 
j0
^ 
0i
) e
j0
[v℄ + e
0i
[v℄
and, sine v; w j= D
ji
,
w(x
j
)  w(x
i
) 
ji
e
ji
[v℄:
Using these two observations we infer
w(x
j
)  e
j0
[v℄ (
ji
=) 
j0
^ 
0i
) w(x
j
)  e
ji
[v℄ + e
0i
[v℄ 
ji
w(x
i
) + e
0i
[v℄:
Hene
w(x
j
)  e
j0
[v℄ 
j0
^ 
0i
w(x
i
) + e
0i
[v℄ (6)
By inequalities (5) and (6), eah subterm of max in the denition of t
0
is dominated by
eah subterm of min in the denition of t
1
. This implies 0  t
0
 t
1
.
Now either t
0
< t
1
or t
0
= t
1
. In the rst ase it easy to prove that in valuation (v; w)
the guards D
0i
and D
i0
hold, for any i:
w
0
(x
i
) = w(x
i
)  d < w(x
i
)  t
0
 w(x
i
)  (w(x
i
)  e
i0
[v℄) = e
i0
[v℄
and thus w
0
(x
i
) < e
i0
[v℄ and v; w
0
j= D
i0
. Also
 w
0
(x
i
) =  w(x
i
) + d <  w(x
i
) + t
1
  w(x
i
) + (w(x
i
) + e
0i
[v℄) = e
0i
[v℄
and so  w
0
(x
i
) < e
0i
[v℄ and v; w
0
j= D
0i
.
In the seond ase, x an i. If w(x
i
)  e
i0
[v℄ < t
0
then
w
0
(x
i
) = w(x
i
)  d = w(x
i
)  t
0
< w(x
i
)  (w(x
i
)  e
i0
[v℄) = e
i0
[v℄
and thus w
0
(x
i
) < e
i0
[v℄ and v; w
0
j= D
i0
. Otherwise, if w(x
i
)   e
i0
[v℄ = t
0
observe that
by t
0
= t
1
, inequality (6) and the fat that, t
1
= w(x
j
)+e
0j
[v℄, for some j, 
i0
=. Sine
w
0
(x
i
) = w(x
i
)  d  w(x
i
)  t
0
 w(x
i
)  (w(x
i
)  e
i0
[v℄)  e
i0
[v℄
and thus w
0
(x
i
)  e
i0
[v℄ this implies v; w
0
j= D
i0
.
The proof that v; w
0
j= D
0i
, for all i, in the ase where t
0
= t
1
proeeds similarly.
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3.3 Symboli Semantis
With the four operations on PDBMs, we an desribe the semantis of a parametri
timed automaton symbolially.
Denition 10 (Symboli semantis). The symboli semantis of PTA A = (Q; q
0
;!
; I) is an LTS. The states are triples (q; C;D) with q a loation from Q and (C;D) a
onstrained PDBM in anonial form. The set of initial states is
f(q
0
; C;D) j (>;E")
I(q
0
)
(

(C;D)g;
where E is the PDBM with E
ij
= (0;), for all i; j. The transitions are dened by the
following rule:
q
a;g;r
 ! q
0
; (C;D)
g
(

(C
00
; D
00
) ; (C
00
; D
00
[r℄")
I(q
0
)
(

(C
0
; D
0
)
(q; C;D) ! (q
0
; C
0
; D
0
)
:
Using Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, it follows by a simple indutive argument that if state
(q; C;D) is reahable in the symboli semantis and (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄ then (v; w) j= I(q).
It is also easy to see that the symboli semantis of a PTA is a nitely branhing transi-
tion system. It may have innitely many reahable states though. Our searh algorithm
explores the symboli semantis in an \intelligent" manner, and for instane stops when-
ever it reahes a state whose semantis is ontained in the semantis of a state that has
been enountered before. Despite this, our algorithm need not terminate.
Eah run in the symboli semantis an be simulated by a run in the onrete semantis.
Proposition 1. For eah parameter valuation v and lok valuation w, if there is a run
in the symboli semantis of A reahing state (q; C;D), with (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄, then this
run an be simulated by a run in the onrete semantis [[A℄℄
v
reahing state (q; w).
Proof. By indution on the number of transitions in the run.
As basis we onsider a run with 0 transitions, i.e., a run that onsists of a start state
of the symboli semantis. So this means that (q; C;D) is a start state.
Using the fat that (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄, the denition of start states, Lemma 5 and
Lemma 4, we know that q = q
0
, (v; w) j= I(q
0
) and (v; w) 2 [[>;E"℄℄. By Lemma 9,
we get that there exists a d  0 and w
0
2 [[E℄℄
v
suh that w
0
+d = w. Sine (v; w) j= I(q
0
)
and invariants in a PTA only give upper bounds on loks, also (v; w
0
) j= I(q
0
). It follows
that (q
0
; w
0
) is a state of the onrete semantis [[A℄℄
v
and (q
0
; w
0
)
d
 ! (q
0
; w). Sine
w
0
2 [[E℄℄
v
, w
0
must be of the form x:0, so (q
0
; w
0
) is an initial state of the onrete
semantis. This ompletes the proof of indution basis.
For the indution step, assume that we have a run in the symboli semantis, end-
ing with a transition (q
0
; C
0
; D
0
) ! (q; C;D). Using the fat that (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄, the
denition of transitions in the symboli semantis, Lemma 5 and Lemma 4, we know
that there is a transition q
0
a;g;r
 ! q in A, and there are C
00
; D
00
suh that (v; w) j= I(q),
(v; w) 2 [[C
00
; D
00
[r℄"℄℄ and (C
0
; D
0
)
g
( (C
00
; D
00
). By Lemma 9, we get that there exists
a d  0 and w
0
2 [[D
00
[r℄℄℄
v
suh that w
0
+ d = w. Sine (v; w) j= I(q) and invariants in
a PTA only give upper bounds on loks, also (v; w
0
) j= I(q). It follows that (q; w
0
) is a
state of the onrete semantis [[A℄℄
v
and (q; w
0
)
d
 ! (q; w). Using Lemma 8 we get that
there exists a w
00
2 [[D
00
℄℄
v
suh that w
0
= w
00
[r℄. Using Lemma 5 and Lemma 4 again, it
follows that (v; w
00
) j= g and (v; w
00
) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄. Following Denition 10, we already ob-
served that the loation invariant holds for any reahable state in the symboli semantis.
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In partiular, (v; w
00
) j= I(q
0
). Hene, by denition of the onrete semantis, (q
0
; w
00
) is
a state of the onrete semantis and (q
0
; w
00
)
a
 ! (q; w
0
) is a transition in the onrete
semantis. By indution hypothesis, there is a path in the onrete semantis leading
up to state (q
0
; w
00
). Extension of this path with the transitions (q
0
; w
00
)
a
 ! (q; w
0
) and
(q; w
0
)
d
 ! (q; w) gives the required path in the onrete semantis.
For eah path in the onrete semantis, we an nd a path in the symboli semantis
suh that the nal state of the rst path is semantially ontained in the nal state of
the seond path.
Proposition 2. For eah parameter valuation v and lok valuation w, if there is a run
in the onrete semantis [[A℄℄
v
reahing a state (q; w), then this run an be simulated by
a run in the symboli semantis reahing a state (q; C;D) suh that (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄.
Proof. In any exeution in the onrete semantis, we an always insert zero delay tran-
sitions at any point. Also, two onseutive delay transitions (q; w)
d
 ! (q; w + d) and
(q; w + d)
d
0
 ! (q; w + d + d
0
) an always be ombined to a single delay transition
(q; w)
d+d
0
 ! (q; w+d+d
0
). Therefore, without loss of generality, we only onsider onrete
exeutions that start with a delay transition, and in whih there is a strit alternation
of ation transitions and delay transitions. The proof is by indution on the number of
ation transitions.
As basis we onsider a run (q
0
; w
0
)
d
 ! (q
0
; w
0
+ d), where w
0
= x:0, onsisting of
a single time-passage transition. By denition of the onrete semantis, (v; w
0
+ d) j=
I(q
0
). Using Lemma 9, we have that (v; w
0
+ d) 2 [[>;E"℄℄ sine (v; w
0
) 2 [[>;E℄℄. From
(v; w
0
+ d) 2 [[>;E"℄℄ and (v; w
0
+ d) j= I(q
0
), using Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 we get that
there exists C;D suh that (>;E")
I(q
0
)
( (C;D) and (v; w
0
+ d) 2 [[C;D℄℄. By denition,
(C;D) is an initial state of the symboli semantis. This ompletes the proof of the
indution basis.
For the indution step, assume that the run in the onrete semantis of [[A℄℄
v
ends with
transitions (q
00
; w
00
)
a
 ! (q
0
; w
0
)
d
 ! (q; w). By indution hypothesis, there exists a run
in the symboli semantis ending with a state (q
00
; C
00
; D
00
) suh that (v; w
00
) 2 [[C
00
; D
00
℄℄.
By denition of the onrete semantis, there is a transition q
00
g;a;r
 ! q
0
in A suh
that (v; w
00
) j= g and w
0
= w
00
[r℄. Moreover, we have q
0
= q and w = w
0
+ d and
(v; w) j= I(q). Using Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 gives that there exists C
0
; D
0
suh that
(C
00
; D
00
)
g
(

(C
0
; D
0
) and (v; w
00
) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄. By Lemma 8, w
0
2 [[D
0
[r℄℄℄
v
. Moreover,
by Lemma 9, w 2 [[D
0
[r℄"℄℄
v
. Using (v; w) j= I(q), Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, we infer
that there exists C;D suh that (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄ and (C
0
; D
0
[r℄ ")
I(q)
(

(C;D). Finally,
using the denition of the symboli semantis, we infer the existene of a transition
(q
00
; C
00
; D
00
)! (q; C;D).
Example 2. Figure 2 shows the symboli state-spae of the automaton in Fig. 1 repre-
sented by onstrained PDBMs. In the initial state the invariant x  p limits the value
of x, and sine both loks have the same value also the value of y. When taking the
transition from S0 to S1 we have to ompare the parameters p and q. This leads to a
split where in the one ase no state is reahable sine the region is empty, and in the
other (when q  p) S1 an be reahed. From then on no more splits our and only one
new state is reahable.
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yx(S0, , ;)
( , ;, fq > pg)
(S1, x
(S0, , fq  pg)
y
p
q
, fq  pg)
y
p
q
Fig. 3. The symboli state spae of the PTA in Fig. 1.
3.4 Evaluating Properties
We now dene the relation

( whih relates a symboli state and a state formula  to a
olletion of symboli states that satisfy .
In order to hek whether a property holds, we break it down into the small basi
formulas, namely heking loations and lok guards. Cheking that a lok guard holds
relies on the denition given earlier, of adding that lok guard to the onstrained PDBM.
We rely on a speial normal form of the state formula, in whih all : signs have been
pushed down to the basi formulas.
Denition 11. State formula  is in normal form if all : signs in  appear only in front
of a subformula that heks a loation: :q.
Sine eah simple guard with a : sign in front an be rewritten to equivalent simple
guard without, for eah state formula there is an equivalent one in normal form.
In the following, let f be a simple guard, and  be in normal form.
(Q
1
)
(q;C;D)
q
( (q; C;D)
(Q
2
)
q 6= q
0
(q; C;D)
:q
0
( (q; C;D)
(Q
3
)
(C;D)
f
(

(C
0
; D
0
)
(q; C;D)
f
( (q; C
0
; D
0
)
(Q
4
)
(q; C;D)

1
( (q; C
0
; D
0
) ; (q; C
0
; D
0
)

2
( (q; C
00
; D
00
)
(q; C;D)

1
^
2
( (q; C
00
; D
00
)
(Q
5
)
(q; C;D)

1
( (q; C
0
; D
0
)
(q; C;D)

1
_
2
( (q; C
0
; D
0
)
(Q
6
)
(q; C;D)

2
( (q; C
0
; D
0
)
(q; C;D)

1
_
2
( (q; C
0
; D
0
)
The following lemma gives the soundness and ompleteness of relation

(.
Lemma 10. Let [[; q℄℄ denote the set f(v; w) j (q; w) j= g. Then for all properties  in
normal form [[C;D℄℄ \ [[q; ℄℄ =
S
f[[C
0
; D
0
℄℄ j (q; C;D)

( (q; C
0
; D
0
)g.
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Proof. : We prove that, for all C, D, v, w and q, if (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄ ^ (q; w) j= 
then there are C
0
, D
0
suh that (v; w) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄ ^ (q; C;D)

( (q; C
0
; D
0
). We use
indution on jj, where jj yields the depth of , as follows. For a loation q and a
simple guard f , we have jqj = j:qj = jf j = 0 and for omposed properties we have
j
1
^ 
2
j = j
1
_ 
2
j = 1 +max(j
1
j; j
2
j).
 Base ases. Let jj = 0 and let (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄ and (q; w) j= .
 Suppose  = q
0
. As (q; w) j= q
0
, learly, q = q
0
. Sine (q; C;D)
q
( (q; C;D),
we an take C = C
0
and D = D
0
and the result follows.
 Suppose  = :q
0
. Similar to the previous ase.
 Suppose  = f with f a simple guard. Then (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄ and (q; w) j= f .
By Lemma 4 we have that there exist C
00
; D
00
suh that (C;D)
f
( (C
00
; D
00
)
and using that (v; w) 2 [[C
00
; D
00
℄℄ and Lemma 5 yieldsC
0
; D
0
with (C
00
; D
00
)!

(C
0
; D
0
) and (v; w) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄. Thus, we also have (q; C;D)
f
( (q; C
0
; D
0
).
 Indution step. Let jj = n+ 1 and let (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄ and (q; w) j= .
 Suppose  = 
1
^ 
2
. Clearly, (q; w) j= 
1
and (q; w) j= 
2
. By applying the
indution hypothesis on 
1
, C and D, we derive that there exist C
00
; D
00
suh
that (q; C;D)

1
( (q; C
00
; D
00
) and (v; w) 2 [[C
00
; D
00
℄℄. Applying the indution
hypothesis on 
2
, C
00
andD
00
yieldsC
0
; D
0
suh that (q; C
00
; D
00
)

2
( (q; C
0
; D
0
)
and (v; w) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄. Then also (q; C;D)

1
^
2
( (q; C
0
; D
0
).
 Suppose  = 
1
_
2
. Clearly, (q; w) j= 
1
or (q; w) j= 
2
. Suppose (q; w) j= 
1
.
The indution hypothesis yields C
0
; D
0
suh that (q; C;D)

1
( (q; C
0
; D
0
) and
(v; w) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄. Then (q; C;D)

1
_
2
( (q; C
0
; D
0
). The ase (q; w) j= 
2
is
similar.
: By indution on the struture of the derivation of

(, we establish that for all v, w,
C, D, C
0
, D
0
, if (q; C;D)

( (q; C
0
; D
0
) and (v; w) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄ then (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄ and
(q; w) j= .
 Base ases. The derivation onsists of a single step r. Assume (q; C;D)

( (q; C
0
; D
0
)
and (v; w) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄.
 r = Q
1
. Then  = q, C = C
0
, D = D
0
. Then learly, (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄ and
(q; w) j= q.
 r = Q
2
. Similar to the previous ase.
 r = Q
3
. Suppose  = f with f a simple guard. Then (q; C;D)

( (q; C
0
; D
0
)
has been derived from (C;D)
f
(

(C
0
; D
0
). Then there exist C
00
, D
00
suh that
(C;D)
f
((C
00
; D
00
) and (C
00
; D
00
)!

(C
0
; D
0
). By Lemma 5 we have (v; w) 2
[[C
00
; D
00
℄℄. Then we have by Lemma 4 that (v; w) j= f and (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄.
 Indution step. Assume (q; C;D)

( (q; C
0
; D
0
) and (v; w) 2 [[C
0
; D
0
℄℄ and onsider
the last rule r used in the derivation of (q; C;D)

( (q; C
0
; D
0
).
 r = Q
4
. Then  = 
1
^ 
2
and (q; C;D)

1
( (q; C
00
; D
00
) and (q; C
00
; D
00
)

2
(
(q; C
0
; D
0
) for some C
00
; D
00
. Applying the indution hypothesis to the seond
statement yields that (q; w) j= 
2
and (v; w) 2 [[C
00
; D
00
℄℄. Then applying the
indution hypothesis to the rst statement yields (q; w) j= 
1
and (v; w) 2
[[C;D℄℄. Then also (v; w) j= 
1
^ 
2
.
 r = Q
5
. Then  = 
1
_ 
2
. Then (q; C;D)

1
( (q; C
0
; D
0
). By the indution
hypothesis we have that (q; w) j= 
1
and (v; w) 2 [[C;D℄℄.
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 r = Q
6
. Similarly to the previous ase.
3.5 Algorithm
We are now in a position to present our model heking algorithm for parametri timed
automata. The algorithm displayed in Fig. 4 desribes how our tool explores the symboli
state spae and searhes for onstraints on the parameters for whih a reahability formula
93 holds in a PTA A. The result returned by the algorithm is a set of symboli states,
algorithm Reahable(A, )
Result := ;,Passed := ;,Waiting := f(q
0
; C;D) j (>;E")
I(q
0
)
(

(C;D)g
while Waiting 6= ; do
selet (q; C;D) from Waiting
Result := Result [ f(q
0
; C
0
; D
0
) j (q; C;D)

( (q
0
; C
0
; D
0
)g
False := f(q
0
; C
0
; D
0
) j (q; C;D)
:
( (q
0
; C
0
; D
0
)g
for eah (q
0
; C
0
; D
0
) in False do
if for all (q
00
; C
00
; D
00
) in Passed: (q
0
; C
0
; D
0
) 6 (q
00
; C
00
; D
00
) then
add (q
0
; C
0
; D
0
) to Passed
for eah (q
00
; C
00
; D
00
) suh that (q
0
; C
0
; D
0
)! (q
00
; C
00
; D
00
) do
Waiting := Waiting [ f(q
00
; C
00
; D
00
)g
return Result
Fig. 4. The parametri model heking algorithm
all of whih satisfy , for any valuation of the parameters and loks in the state. For
invariane properties 82, the tool performs the algorithm on :, and the result is then
a set of symboli states, none of whih satises . The answer to the model heking
problem, stated in Setion 2.2, is obtained by taking the union of the onstraint sets
from all symboli states in the result of the algorithm; in the ase of an invariane
property we take the omplement of this set.
A dierene between the above algorithm and the standard timed model heking
algorithm is that we ontinue the exploration until either no more new states are found
or all paths end in a state satisfying the property. This is beause we want to nd all the
possible onstraints on the parameters for whih the property holds. Also, the operations
on non-parametri DBMs only hange the DBM they are applied to, whereas in our ase,
we may end up with a set of new PDBMs and not just one.
Some standard operations on symboli states that help in exploring as little as possible,
have also been implemented in our tool for parametri symboli states. Before starting
the state spae exploration, our implementation determines the maximal onstant for
eah lok. This is the maximal value to whih the lok is ompared in any guard or
invariant in the PTA. When the lok value grows beyond this value, we an ignore its
real value. This enables us to identify many more symboli states, and helps termination
2
.
4 Reduing the Complexity
This setion introdues the lass of lower bound/upper bound automata and desribes
several (rather intuitive) observations that simplify the model heking of PTAs in this
2
For purely timed model heking this guarantees termination.
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lass. Our results allow us to eliminate parameters in ertain ases. Sine the omplexity
of parametri model heking grows very fast in the number of parameters, this is a rel-
evant issue. Seondly, our observations yield a deidability result for lower bound/upper
bound automata whereas the orresponding problem for general PTAs is undeidable.
Informally, a positive ourrene of a parameter in a guard or an invariant of a PTA
enfores (or ontributes to) an upper bound on a lok dierene, for instane p in
x   y < 2p. A negative ourrene of a parameter ontributes to a lower bound on a
lok dierene, for instane q and q
0
in y   x > q + 2q
0
( x   y <  q   2q
0
) and in
x  y < 2p  q  2q
0
. Hene, a PTA ontaining the guards x  y  p  q and z < q  p is
not an L/U automaton.
Denition 12. A parameter p
i
2 P is said to our in the linear expression e = t
0
+
t
1
 p
1
+    t
n
 p
n
if t
i
6= 0; p
i
ours positively in e if t
i
> 0 and p
i
ours negatively
in e if t
i
< 0. A lower bound parameter of a PTA A is a parameter that only ours
negatively in the expressions of A and an upper bound parameter of A a parameter that
only ours positively in A. We all A a lower bound/upper bound (L/U) automaton
if every parameter ouring in A is either a lower bound parameter or an upper bound
parameter of A, but not both.
Example 3. The automaton in Fig. 5 is an L/U automaton where min is a lower bound
parameter and max is an upper bound parameter. Also the model of Fisher protool in
Fig. 2 is an L/U automaton. Here min rw and min delay are lower bound parameters and
max rw and max delay are the upper bound parameters.
From now on, we work with a xed set L = fl
1
; : : : l
K
g of lower bound parameters and
a xed set U = fu
1
; : : : u
M
g of upper bound parameters with L \ U = ; and L [ U = P .
We onsider, apart from parameter valuations, also extended parameter valuations.
Intuitively, an extended parameter valuation is a parameter valuation with values in
R
0
[ f1g, rather than in R
0
. Extended parameter valuations are useful in ertain ases
to solve the veriation problem (over non-extended valuations) stated in Setion 2.3.
Working with extended parameter valuations may ause the evaluation of an expression
to be undened. For example, the expression e[v℄ is not dened for e = p   q and
v(p) = v(q) =1. We require that an extended parameter valuation of an L/U automaton
does not assign the value 1 both to a lower bound parameter and to an upper bound
parameter. Then the expression e[v℄ is dened for every extended valuation of an L/U
automaton.
Therefore, we an easily extend notions e[v℄, (v; w) j= e and A[v℄ (dened in Setion 2)
to extended valuations, by using the onventions that 0 1 = 0, that x y  1 evaluates
to true and x   y   1 to false. In partiular, we have [[A℄℄
v
= A[v℄ for extended
valuations v and L/U automata A. Moreover, we extend the orders  to R [ f1g in the
usual way and to extended valuations via point wise extension (i.e. v  v
0
i v(p)  v
0
(p)
for all p 2 P ). We denote an extended valuation of an L/U automaton by a pair (; ),
whih equals the funtion  on the lower bound parameters and  on the upper bound
parameters. We write 0 and 1 for the funtions assigning respetively 0 and 1 to eah
parameter.
The following proposition is based on the fat that weakening the guards in A (i.e. de-
reasing the lower bounds and inreasing the upper bounds) yields an automaton whose
reahable states inlude those of A. Dually, strengthening the guards in A (i.e. inreasing
the lower bounds and dereasing the upper bounds) yields an automaton whose reahable
states are a subset of those of A. We laim that this proposition, formulated for L/U
automata, an be generalized to lower bound and upper bound parameters present in
general PTAs. It is however ruial that (by denition) state formulae do not ontain
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parameters. The usefulness of this property (and of several other properties in this se-
tion) lies in the fat that it allows to onlude the satisfation of a property for innitely
many parameter valuations from the satisfation of that property for one valuation.
Proposition 3. Let A be an L/U automaton and  a state formula. Then
1. [[A℄℄
(;)
j= 93 () 8
0
 ;   
0
: [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
j= 93:
2. [[A℄℄
(;)
j= 82 () 8  
0
; 
0
  : [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
j= 82:
Proof. (sketh) Both parts of the proposition an be proven by indution on the length
of runs in the L/U automata. The ruial observation is that for parameter valuations

0
  and   
0
and linear expression e we have that e[
0
; uval℄  e[lval; uval℄ and
e[; uval℄  e[; uvalpr℄. Therefore whenever ((; ); w) j= g then ((
0
; 
0
); w) j= g. ut
The following example illustrates how Proposition 3 an be used to eliminate param-
eters from L/U automata.
Example 4. The automaton in Fig. 5 is an L/U automaton. Its loation S
1
is reahable
irrespetive of the parameter values. By setting the parameter min to 1 and max to 0,
one heks with a non-parametri model heker that A[(1; 0)℄ j= 93S
1
. Then Proposi-
tion 3 (together with [[A℄℄
v
= A[v℄) yields that S
1
is reahable in [[A℄℄
(;)
for all extended
parameter valuations 0  ;   1.
Clearly, [[A℄℄
(;)
j= 93S
2
i (min)  (max ) ^ (min) < 1. We will see in this
running example how we an verify this property ompletely by non-parametri model
heking. Heneforth, we onstrut the automaton A
0
from A by substituting the param-
eter max by the parameter min yielding an (non L/U) automaton with one parameter,
min . If we show that [[A
0
℄℄
v
j= 93S
2
for all valuations v, this essentially means that
[[A℄℄
(;)
j= 93S
2
for all ;  suh that (max ) = (min) < 1 and then Proposition 3
implies that [[A℄℄
(;)
j= 93S
2
for all ;  with (min)  (max ) and (min) <1.
S0 S1 x<=max
S2
x:=0
x=> min
Fig. 5. Reduing parametri to non-parametri model heking
The question whether there exists a (non-extended) parameter valuation suh that a
given (nal) loation q is reahable, is known as the emptiness problem for PTAs. In [3℄, it
is shown that the emptiness problem is undeidable for PTAs with three loks or more.
The following proposition implies that we an solve the emptiness problem for an L/U
automaton A by only onsidering A[(0;1)℄, whih is a non-parametri timed automa-
ton. Sine reahability is deidable for timed automata ([2℄), the emptiness problem is
deidable for L/U automata. Then it follows that the dual problem is also deidable for
L/U automata. This is the universality problem for invariane properties, asking whether
an invariane property holds for all parameter valuations.
Proposition 4. Let A be an L/U automaton. Then A[(0;1)℄ j= 93q if and only if there
exist a (non-extended) parameter valuation (; ) suh that [[A℄℄
(;)
j= 93q.
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Proof. The \if"{part is an immediate onsequene of Proposition 3 and the fat that
A[(0;1)℄ = [[A℄℄
(0;1)
. For the \only if"{part, assume that  is a run of A[(0;1)℄ that
reahes q. Let T
0
be the smallest onstant ourring A and T be the maximum lok
value ourring in . (More preisely, if  = s
0
a
1
s
1
a
2
: : : a
N
s
N
and s
i
= (q
i
; w
i
), then
T = max
iN;x2C
w
i
(x); T
0
ompensates for negative onstants t
0
.) Now, take (l
j
) = 0
and (u
j
) = T + jT
0
j+1. Then for every guard or invariant g ourring in A we have that
((0;1); w
i
) j= g =) ((; ); w
i
) j= g. Hene,  is a run of [[A℄℄
(;)
, so [[A℄℄
(;)
j= 93q.
ut
Corollary 1. The emptiness problem is deidable for L/U automata.
Denition 13. A PTA A is fully parametri if loks are only reset to 0 and every
linear expression in A of the form t
1
 p
1
+   + t
n
 p
n
, where t
i
2 Z.
The following proposition is basially the observation in [2℄, that multipliation of eah
onstant in a timed automaton and in a system property with the same positive fator
preserves satisfation.
Proposition 5. Let A be fully parametri PTA. Then for all parameter valuations v
and all system properties  
[[A℄℄
v
j=  () 8t 2 R
>0
: [[A℄℄
t  v
j= t  ;
where t  v denotes the valuation p 7! t  v(p) and t  the formula obtained from  by
multiplying eah number in  by t.
Proof. It is easy to see that for all t 2 R
>0
,  = s
0
a
1
s
1
a
2
: : : a
N
s
N
with s
i
= (q
i
; w
i
) is
a run of [[A℄℄
v
if and only if s
0
0
a
1
s
0
1
: : : a
N
s
0
N
is a run of [[A℄℄
t  v
, where s
0
i
= (q
i
; t w
i
) and
t w
i
denotes x 7! t w
i
(x).
Then for fully parametri PTAs with one parameter and system properties  without
onstants (exept for 0), we have [[A℄℄
v
j=  for all valuations v of P if and only if both
A[0℄ j=  and A[1℄ j=  . The fat that the 0-ase has to be treated separatly is illustrated
by the (fully parametri) automaton with a single transition equipped with the guard
x < p. The target loation of the transition is not reahable for p = 0.
Corollary 2. For fully parametri PTAs with one parameter and properties  without
onstants (exept 0), it is deidable whether 8v 2 [[C℄℄ : [[A℄℄
v
j=  .
Example 5. The PTA A
0
mentioned in Example 4 is a fully parametri timed automaton
and the property 93S
2
is without onstants. We establish that A
0
[0℄ j= 93S
2
and A
0
[1℄ j=
93S
2
. Then Proposition 5 implies that A
0
[v℄ j= 93S
2
for all v. As shown in Example 4,
this implies that [[A℄℄
(;)
j= 93S
2
for all ,  with (min) = (max ) <1.
In the running example, we would like to use the same methods as above to verify that
[[A℄℄
(;)
2 93S
2
if (min) > (max ). We an in this ase not ll in for min = max , sine
the bound in the onstraint is a strit one. The following denition and results allows us
to move the stritness of a onstraint into the PTA.
Denition 14. Let P
0
 P be a set of parameters. Dene A
<
P
0
as the automaton obtained
by replaing every inequality x y  e in A by a strit inequality x y < e, provided that
e ontains at least one parameter from P
0
. Similarly, dene A

P
0
as the automaton from
A obtained by replaing every inequality x  y < e by a non{strit inequality x   y  e,
provided that e ontains at least one parameter from P
0
. For =<;, write A

for A

P
.
Moreover, dene v 
P
0
v
0
by v(p)  v
0
(p) if p 2 P
0
and v(p) = v
0
(p) otherwise.
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Proposition 6. Let A be an L/U automaton. Then
1. [[A

℄℄
(;)
j= 93 =) 8
0
< ;  < 
0
: [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
j= 93.
2. [[A
<
℄℄
(;)
j= 82 () 8 < 
0
; 
0
<  : [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
j= 82.
Proof. 1, =) Let e be a linear expression ouring in A. Then we an write e =
t
0
+ e
1
+ e
2
, where t
0
2 Z, e
1
is an expression over the upperbound parameters and
e
2
an expression over the lower bound parameters. Then we have
  
0
=) e
1
[℄  e
1
[
0
℄;

0
  =) e
2
[
0
℄  e
2
[℄;

0
 ;   
0
=) e[(; )℄  e[(
0
; 
0
)℄:
If there is at least one parameter ouring in e
1
or e
2
respetively then respetively
 < 
0
=) e
1
[℄ < e
1
[
0
℄

0
<  =) e
2
[℄ < e
2
[
0
℄:
Thus if there is at least one parameter ouring in e, then

0
< ;  <  =) e[(; )℄ < e[(
0
; 
0
)℄:
Now, let (; ) be an extended valuation. Let g  x   y  e be a simple guard
ouring in A

and let g
0
 x   y 
0
e be the orresponding guard in A. Assume
that (w; (; )) j= g, i.e. w(x)   w(y)  e[(; )℄. We show that (w; (; )) j= g
0
. We
distinguish two ases.
ase 1: There exists a parameter ouring in e. Then w(x)   w(y)  e[(; )℄ <
e[(
0
; 
0
)℄. Then ertainly (w; (; )) j= g
0
 x  y 
0
e.
ase 2: The expression e does not ontain any parameter. Then g
0
 g and hene
(w; (; )) j= g
0
.
Now it easily follows that every run of [[A

℄℄
(;)
is also a a run of [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
. Thus,
if a state satisfying  is reahable in [[A

℄℄
(;)
then it is also reahable in [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
.
2, =) : This follows from 1. Assume that [[A
<
℄℄
(;)
j= 82 and let 
0
, 
0
be suh that
 < 
0
, 
0
< . Sine [[A
<
℄℄
(;)
2 93:, we have
:8
00
< 
0
; 
0
< 
00
: [[A
<
℄℄
(
00
;
00
)
j= 93::
Then ontraposition of statement (1) of this proposition together with (A
<
)

= A

yields [[A

℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
2 93:. As A imposes stronger bounds than A

, also [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
2
93:, i.e. [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
j= 82.
2, (=: Let (; ) be an extended valuation and assume that [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
j= 82 for all

0
> , 
0
< . Assume that  is a run of [[A
<
℄℄
(;)
. We onstrut 
0
>  and 
0
< 
suh that  is also a run of [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
. (Then we are done: sine [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
j= 82,
the last state of  satises . Hene every reahable state of [[A℄℄
(;)
satises , i.e.
[[A℄℄
(;)
j= 82.)
We use the following notation. We write v = (; ) and v
0
= (
0
; 
0
). For a run , we
write  = s
0
a
1
s
1
a
2
: : : a
N
s
N
with s
i
= (q
i
; w
i
), I(q
i
) = ^
J
0
j
I
ij
, I
ij
= x
ij

ij
E
ij
. As
 is a run, there exists a transition q
i 1
g
i
;a
i
;r
i
     ! q
i
for eah i, 1  i  N . We write
the guard on this transition by g
i
= ^
J
j
g
ij
, g
ij
= x
ij
  y
ij

ij
e
ij
. Finally, if g is a
guard or invariant in A, then we denote the orresponding guard or invariant in A
<
by g
<
, i.e. the guard that is obtained as in Denition 14.
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If neither the guards g
ij
nor the invariants I
ij
ontains a parameter, then we an
take v
0
arbitrarily and we have that  is a run of [[A℄℄
v
0
. Therefore, assume that at
least one of the guards g
ij
or invariants I
ij
ontains a parameter. Then, by denition
of A
<
, this guard or invariant ontains a strit bound. In this ase, we onstrut

0
>  and 
0
<  suh that w
i
(x   y) < e[(
0
; 
0
)℄ < e[(; )℄ if g = x   y < e is
an invariant I
ij
or guard g
ij
as above. Informally, we use the minimum \distane"
e[(; )℄ w
i
(x  y) ourring in  to slightly inrease the lower bounds and slightly
derease the upper bounds yielding  < 
0
and  < 
0
.
Let
T
0
= min
iN;jJ
0
fE
ij
[v℄  w
i
(x
ij
) j 
ij
=<g;
T
1
= min
iN;j<J
fe
ij
[v℄  w
i
(x
ij
  y
ij
) j 
ij
=<g;
0 <T < minfT
0
; T
1
g;
with the onvention that min; = 1. At least one of the inequalities 
i
j is strit,
sine at least one of the guards ontains a parameter. Hene T
0
< 1 or T
1
<
1. Sine (v; w
i
) j= I
ij
^ g
ij
, we have we have that T
0
 0 and T
1
 0. Hene
1 > min fT
0
; T
1
g > 0 and the requested T exists. It ruial property is that if
g
ij
 x
ij
  y
ij
< e
ij
or g
ij
 x
ij
  y
ij
< E
ij
we have respetively
T < e
ij
[v℄  w
i
(x
ij
  y
ij
)
T < E
ij
[v℄  w
i
(x
ij
  y
ij
):
Now, let T
0
be the sum of the onstants appearing in the guards and invariants that
appear in the run  i.e.
T
0
=
X
iN;jJ
0
sum of onst(E
ij
) +
X
in;jJ
sum of onst(e
ij
);
where sum of onst(t
0
+t
1
 p
1
+   +t
n
 p
n
) = jt
1
j+   + jt
n
j : Sine at least one of
the guards or invariants ontains a parameter, we have T
0
> 0.
Now, take v
0
= ( +
T
T
0
;  
T
T
0
) and onsider g
ij
 x
ij
  y
ij

ij
e
ij
. We laim that
(v
0
; w
i
) j= g
ij
.
ase 1: The expression g
ij
does not ontain any parameter. Then g
ij
= g
<
ij
and
e
ij
[v℄ = e
ij
[v
0
℄. Sine (w
i
; v) j= g
ij
, also (w
i
; (v
0
)) j= g
<
ij
.
ase 2: There exists a parameter ouring in e. We an write e = t
0
+ t
1
u
1
+   +
t
M
u
M
  t
0
1
 l
1
       t
0
K
 l
K
, with t
i
 0, t
0
i
 0 for i > 0. Then
e
ij
[v
0
℄ = t
0
+
M
X
k=1
t
k
(
0
k
 
T
T
0
) 
K
X
k=1
t
k
(
0
k
+
T
T
0
)
= (t
0
+
M
X
k=1
t
k

0
k
 
K
X
k=1
t
k

0
k
) 
T
T
0
(
M
X
k=1
t
k
+
K
X
k=1
t
0
k
)
 e
ij
[v℄  T
> e
ij
[v℄  (e
ij
[v℄  w
i
(x
ij
  y
ij
))
= w
i
(x
ij
  y
ij
):
Therefore (w
i
; v
0
) j= x
ij
  y
ij
< g
<
ij
and then also (w
i
; v
0
) j= x
ij
  y
ij

ij
g
<
ij
.
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Combining the ases (1) and (2) yields that for all i, j, (w
i
; v
0
) j= x
ij
  y
ij

ij
g
<
ij
.
Similarly, one proves that (w
i
; v
0
) j= x
ij
 y
ij

ij
I
ij
. Therefore,  is a fun of [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
.
ut
The previous result onerns the automaton that is obtained when all the strit in-
equalities in the automaton are hanged into nonstrit ones, (or the other way around).
Sometimes, we want to `toggle' only a some of the inequalities. Then the following result
an be applied.
Corollary 3. Let A be an L/U automaton and P
0
 P .
1. [[A

P
0
℄℄
(;)
j= 93 =) 8
0
<
P
0
;  <
P
0

0
: [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
j= 93.
2. [[A
<
P
0
℄℄
(;)
j= 82 () 8 <
P
0

0
; 
0
<
P
0
 : [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
j= 82.
Proof. Let (; ) be an extended valuation. Let A
0
be the automaton obtained from A
by substituting p by (; )(p) for every p =2 P
0
. Then A
<
P
0
= A
0
<
and A

P
0
= A
0

. Now
the result follows by applying Proposition 6 to A
0
. ut
The following example shows that the onverse of Proposition 6, item 1 does not hold.
Example 6. Consider the automaton A in Fig. 6. Reall that the loks x and y are
initially 0. Then A = A

and the loation q is reahable if max > 0 but not if max = 0.
Thus 8
0
< 0; 0 < 
0
: [[A℄℄
(
0
;
0
)
j= 93, but not [[A

℄℄
(0;0)
j= 93.
q0
x<=2
q
x<=max
x:=0
y>=10
Fig. 6. The onverse of Proposition 6 (1) does not hold.
We believe the lass of L/U automata an be very useful in pratie. Several exam-
ples known from the literature fall into this lass, or an be modelled slightly dierently
to ahieve this. We mention the IEEE Root Contention protool [12℄, Fisher's mutual
exlusion protool [13℄, the (toy) rail road rossing example from [3℄, the Bounded Re-
transmission protool (when onsidering a xed value for the integer variables) and the
Biphase Mark protool (with minor adaptations). Moreover, the MMT models from [16℄
an be enoded straightforwardly into L/U automata.
We expet that quite a few other distributed systems and protools an be modelled
with L/U automata, sine it is quite natural to have the duration of an event (suh as
the ommuniation delay in a hannel, the omputation time needed to produe a result,
the time required to open the gate in a rail road rossing) lying between a lower bound
and an upper bound and these bounds are often the parameters of the system.
Setion 4.1 and Setion 5 show that the tehniques disussed in this setion to eliminate
parameters in L/U models redue the veriation eort signiantly and possibly leads
to a ompletely non-parametri model.
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4.1 Veriation of Fisher's Mutual Exlusion Protool
In this setion, we apply the results from the previous setion to verify the Fisher
protool with 2 proesses. We an establish the suÆieny of the protool onstraints by
non-parametri model heking and the neessity of the onstraints by eliminating three
of the four parameters.
Consider the Fisher protool from Setion 2.4 again. In this setion, we onsider a
system A onsisting of two parallel proesses P
1
and P
2
. It is lear that A is a fully
parametri L/U automaton: min rw and min delay are lower bound parameters and
max rw and max delay upper bound parameters.
The mutual exlusion property is expressed by the formula 
ME
 82:(P
1
:s ^
P
2
:s). Reall that assuming the basi onstraints B
ME
 0  min rw < max rw ^
0  min delay < max delay , mutual exlusion is guaranteed if and only if C
ME

max rwmin delay . Thus we prove that for all valuations v: v j= B
ME
=) ([[A℄℄
v
j=

ME
() v j= C
ME
).
SuÆieny of the Constraints We show that the onstraints assure mutual exlusion,
that is
if v j= C
ME
^ B
ME
, then A[v℄ j= 
ME
.
We perform the substitution
min rw 7! 0;max delay 7! 1;min delay 7! max rw
to obtain a fully parametri automaton A
0
with one parameter, max rw . We have es-
tablished by non-parametri model heking that A
0
[0℄ j= 
ME
and A
0
[1℄ j= 
ME
. Now
Proposition 5 yields that [[A
0
℄℄
v
j= 
ME
for all valuations v (where only the value of
max delay matters). This means that [[A℄℄
v
j= 
ME
if v(min rw) = 0, v(max rw) =
v(min delay) and v(max delay) = 1. Then Proposition 3 yields that the mutual ex-
lusion property, whih is an invariane property, also holds if the lower bound param-
eters min rw and min delay are inreased and if the upper bound parameter max rw
is dereased. More preisely, Proposition 3 implies that [[A℄℄
v
j= 
ME
for all v with
0  v(min rw), v(max rw)  v(min delay) and v(max delay)  1. Then, in partiular,
if v j= C
ME
^ B
ME
, then [[A℄℄
v
j= 
ME
.
Neessity of the Constraints: We show that if
v j= B
ME
^ :C
ME
=) A[v℄ j= :
ME
;
i.e. that if v j= min rw<max rw ^ min delay<max delay ^ min delay<max rw , then
A[v℄ j= :
ME
 93(P
1
:s^P
2
:s). We onstrut the automaton A

and proeed in two
steps.
Step 1 Let v
0
be the valuation v
0
(min delay) = v
0
(max delay) = 0 and v
0
(min rw) =
v
0
(max delay) = 1. By non-parametri model heking we have established that
A

[0℄ j= :
ME
(7)
A

[v
0
℄ j= :
ME
: (8)
We show that it follows that for all v
v j= 0 = min delay = max delay  min rw = max rw =) A

[v℄ j= :
ME
: (9)
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Assume v j= 0 = min delay = max delay  min rw = max rw . Consider t = v(min rw).
If v(min rw) = 0, then (7) shows that [[A

℄℄
v
j= :
ME
. Therefore, assume v(min rw) > 0
and onsider
v
t
 x:
v(x)
t
. It is not diÆult to see that
v
t
j= 0 = min delay = max delay  min rw = max rw = 1:
Therefore, (8) yields [[A

℄℄
v
t
j= :
ME
. Sine A

is a fully parametri PTA, Proposition
5 yields that [[A

℄℄
v
j= :
ME
.
Step 2 Let A
0
be the automaton that is onstruted fromA

by performing the following
substitution min delay 7! 1, max delay 7! 1, min rw 7! max rw . By parametri model
heking we have established
v j= 1  max rw =) [[A
0
℄℄
v
j= :
ME
: (10)
This means that if
v j= min delay = max delay = 1  min rw = max rw =) [[A

℄℄
v
j= :
ME
:
By a argument similar to the one we used to prove (9), (where now the ase v(min delay) =
0 is overed by statement (9) in Step 1.), we an use Proposition 5 to show that
v j= min delay = max delay  min rw = max rw =) [[A

℄℄
v
j= :
ME
:
Now, Proposition 3 yields that :
ME
{ whih is a reahability property { also holds if
the values for the lower bounds are dereased and the values for the upper bounds are
inreased. Note that we may inrease max delay as muh as we want; v(max delay) may
be larger than v(min rw). Thus we have
v j= min rwmax rw ^ min delaymax delay ^ min delaymax rw
=) [[A

℄℄
v
j= :
ME
and then Proposition 6 yields that
v j= min rw<max rw ^ min delay<max delay ^ min delay<max rw
=) [[A℄℄
v
j= :
ME
:
We have heked the result formulated in statement 10 with our prototype implemen-
tation. The experiment was performed on a SPARC Ultra in 2 seonds CPU time and 7.7
Mb of memory. We also tried to verify the protool model without any substitutions or
hanging of bounds with our prototype, whih did not terminate within 20 hours. Sine
we observed that the onstraints lists of the states explored kept growing, we onluded
that this experiment would not terminate at all. (Reall that parametri veriation is
undeidable.) The good news here is that in some ases, the tehniques for L/U au-
tomata yield results even if the state spae exploration algorithm does not terminate on
the original model.
The substitutions and tehniques used in the veriation to eliminate parameters are
ad ho. We believe however that more general strategies an be applied, espeially in
this ase, where the onstraints are L/U{like (i.e. an be written in the form e  0 suh
that every p ourring negatively in e is a lower bound parameter and every p ourring
positively in e is an upper bound parameter).
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5 Experiments
5.1 A Prototype Extension of Uppaal
In this setion, we report on the results of experimenting with a prototype extension of
Uppaal desribed in the previous setions.
Our prototype allows the user to give some initial onstraints on the parameters. This
is partiularly useful when explorations annot be nished due to lak of memory or
time resoures, or beause a non-onverging series of onstraint sets is being generated.
Often, partial results an be derived by observing the onstraint sets that are generated
during the exploration. Based on partial results, the atual solution onstraints an be
established in many ases. These partial results an then be heked by using an initial
set of onstraints. Always, for eah parameter p the onstraint p  0 is added as initial
onstraint.
5.2 The Root Contention Protool
The root ontention protool is part of a leader eletion protool in the physial layer of
the IEEE 1394 standard (FireWire/i-Link), whih is used to break symmetry between
two nodes ontending to be the root of a tree, spanned in the network topology. The
protool onsists of rst drawing a random number (0 or 1), then waiting for some time
aording to the result drawn, followed by the sending of a message to the ontending
neighbor. This is repeated by both nodes until one of them reeives a message before
sending one, at whih point the root is appointed.
We use the Uppaal models of [18, 17℄, turn the onstants used into parameters, and
experiment with our prototype implementation (see Fig. 7 for results
3
). In both models,
there are ve onstants, all of whih are parameters in our experiments. The delay on-
stant indiates the maximum delay of signals sent between the two ontending nodes.
The r fast min and r fast max onstants give the lower and upper bound to the waiting
time of a node that has drawn 1. Similarly, the r slow min and r slow max onstants
give the bounds when 0 has been drawn. It is reasonable to assume that initially, the
onstraints r fast min  r fast max  r slow min  r slow max hold.
We have heked for safety with the following property:
82 : (:(Node
1
:root ^ Node
2
:root) ^ :(Node
1
:hild ^Node
2
:hild))
Safety for [18℄ It is shown in [18℄, that the safety property holds, if the parameters
obey the following relation: delay < r fast min. We have heked that the error states,
expressed in the safety property, are indeed unreahable when this parameter onstraint
is met. We have also heked whether error states are reahable when we assume the
onstraint delay = r fast min. This turns out not to be the ase. In fat, it is argued
in Remark 2 in [18℄, that the mentioned onstraint is not needed for the orretness of
the protool. Rather than heking this on the parameterized model without any initial
onstraints, whih is a large task, we experiment with a non-parametri version of the
model without any timing onstraints. It turns out that this model satises the safety
property, hene we dedue that the parametri model, in whih guards and invariants
have been added, satises the safety property for any valuation of the parameters.
3
All experiments were performed on a 366 MHz Celeron, exept the liveness property whih
was performed in a 333 MHz SPARC Ultra Enterprise.
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Safety for [17℄ A dierent model of the root ontention protool is proposed in [17℄, in
whih it is shown that the relation between the parameters for the safety property to hold,
should obey: 2delay < r fast min. In fat, the model satises the safety property already
when delay < r fast min, but the stronger onstraint is needed for proper behavior of
the onneting wires. The neessity and suÆieny of these onstraints is shown in [17℄
by applying standard Uppaal to several valuations for the parameters, and presented as
an experimental result.
We have heked that the error states, expressed in the safety property, are indeed
unreahable when either of these parameter onstraints are met. We have also heked
whether error states are reahable when we assume the onstraint delay = r fast min,
whih turns out to be the ase as well. In fat, the union of the onstraint sets of reahable
states reported, an be rewritten to the onstraint delay = r fast min. As a double-hek,
we have asertained for some parameter valuations, satisfying delay = r fast min, that
standard Uppaal also reahes an error state.
Sine the model used for safety is a L/U automaton, we an experiment with Propo-
sition 3, as follows. We show that our invariant property is satised by a more general
model of root ontention, and dedue with part 2 of Proposition 3 that it holds for
the onstraints we are after. We rst identify the sets L = fr fast min; r slow ming
and U = fdelay; r fast max; r slow maxg. We substitute innity for both r fast max
and r slow max, r fast min for r slow min. The new model, together with either initial
onstraint delay < r fast min, or 2delay < r fast min, satises the invariant property.
This allows us to onlude that the original model satises the invariant property for
any valuation of the parameters where r fast min  r slow min, and the given ini-
tial onstraint are satised. This inludes the speial ase r fast min  r fast max 
r slow min  r slow max.
We an do even better by applying Proposition 6, if we rst hange eah guards or
invariants for delay to a strit version, and then substitute innity for both r fast max
and r slow max, and r fast min for both delay and r slow min. Now we have a model
with only one parameter and no onstants, whih we an verify non-parametrially with
standard Uppaal, for two valuations of the parameter r fast min, namely 0 and a non-
zero value. The invariant property is satised, hene, by Proposition 5, we an dedue that
it holds for all valuations of r fast min, hene the original model satises the invariant
property for any valuation of the parameters where r fast min  r slow min, and delay
< r fast min. Likewise, we an substitute r fast min=2 for delay, and derive the other
onstraint. As an be seen in Fig. 7, the speed-up in terms of memory and time is drasti.
Finally, we an ombine the results for initial onstraints delay < r fast min and
delay = r fast min with the fat that our model is a L/U automaton, and derive the
neessity of onstraint delay < r fast min, as follows. Suppose that a parameter valuation
for delay and r fast min exists, suh that (1) the safety property holds, but (2) the
onstraint delay < r fast min is not satised. Assume this valuation assigns d to delay
and r to r fast min. By our results, we know that d 6= r, so d > r. We now apply
Proposition 3, and dedue that for eah parameter valuation that assigns a value to upper
bound parameter delay whih is smaller than d, and a value to lower bound parameter
r fast min whih is larger than r, the safety property must hold. This inludes valuations
that satisfy onstraint delay = r fast min, whih ontradits our results. We onlude
that only for parameter valuations that satisfy onstraint delay < r fast min, the safety
property holds.
Liveness for [17℄ In [17℄, it is also shown that a renement relation between the model of
the most detailed level, and a model whih is a bit more abstrat, holds when the following
relations are obeyed: 2delay < r fast min, and 2delay < r slow min - r fast max. The
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model from initial onstraints? redued? property Uppaal time memory
[18℄ yes no safety param 2.9 h 185 Mb
[18℄ yes yes safety std 1 s 800 Kb
[17℄ yes no safety param 1.6 m 36 Mb
[17℄ yes partly safety param 11 s 13 Mb
[17℄ yes ompletely safety std 1 s 800 Kb
[17℄ yes no liveness param 2.6 h 308 Mb
Fig. 7. Experimental results for the root ontention protool
renement relation is suh that it preserves both safety and liveness properties for the
root ontention protool (whih is proved in [17℄). Again, the neessity and suÆeny of
the onstraints is shown by experimenting with standard Uppaal for several valuations
for the parameters, and presented as an experimental result.
We have heked for a ompletely parameterized version of the system with the detailed
model and the test automaton of the more abstrat model, that error states in the test
automaton are unreahable, that is, that the renement relation holds. We have also
heked, whether error states are reahable, that is, that the renement relation does not
hold, in the following two ases: either 2delay = r fast min, and 2delay < r slow min
- r fast max, or 2delay < r fast min, and 2delay = r slow min - r fast max. This
turns out to be the ase as well. In fat, in both ases, the union of the onstraint sets
of reahable states reported, an be rewritten to these initial onstraints. Again, this
has been double heked by feeding parameter valuations that satisfy either of the above
onstraint sets to standard Uppaal, whih omes up with error states as well. Sine
the models for liveness use onstraints that fall outside the sope of L/U automata, we
annot apply Proposition 6 here.
5.3 The Bounded Retransmission Protool
This protool was designed by Philips for ommuniation between remote ontrols and
audio/video/TV equipment. It is a slight alteration of the well-known alternating bit
protool, to whih timing requirements and a bound on the retry mehanism have been
added. In [8℄ onstraints for the orretness of the protool are derived by hand, and
some instanes are heked using Uppaal. Based on the models in [8℄, an automati
parametri analysis is performed in [4℄, however, no further results are given.
model from initial onstraints property Uppaal time memory
[8℄ yes safety1 param 1.3 m 34 Mb
[8℄ no safety2 param 11 m 180 Mb
[8℄ yes safety2 param 3.5 m 64 Mb
Fig. 8. Experimental results for the bounded retransmission protool
For our analysis we have also used the timed automata models from [8℄. In [8℄ three
dierent onstraints are presented based on three properties whih are needed to satisfy
the safety speiation of the protool. We are only able to hek two of these sine one
of the properties ontain a parameter whih our prototype version of Uppaal is not able
to handle yet.
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One of the onstraints derived in [8℄ is that TR  2  MAX  T
1
+ 3  TD, where
TR is the timeout of the reeiver, T
1
is the timeout of the sender, MAX is the number
of resends made by the sender, and TD is the delay of the hannel. This onstraint is
needed to ensure that the reeiver does not time out prematurely before the sender has
deided to abort transmission. The sender has a parameter SYNC whih deides for
how long the sender waits until it expets that the reeiver has realized a send error
and reated to it. In our parametri analysis we used TR and SYNC as parameters and
instantiated the others to xed values. Using our prototype we did derive the expeted
onstraint TR  2 MAX T
1
+3 TD, however, we also derived the additional onstraint
TR   2  SYNC whih was not stated in [8℄ for this property. The neessity of this
onstraint was veried by trying models with dierent xed values for the parameters.
The full set of onstraints derived in [8℄ inludes a onstraintTR  SYNC whih is based
on the property we annot hek. Therefore the error we have enountered is only present
in an intermediate result, the omplete set of onstraints derived is orret. The authors
of [8℄ have aknowledged the error and provided an adjusted model of the protool, for
whih the additional onstraint is not neessary.
The last onstraint derived in [8℄ arises from heking that the sender and reeiver are
not sending messages too fast for the hannel to handle. In this model we treat T
1
as a
parameter and derive the onstraint T
1
> 2 TD whih is the same as is derived in [8℄.
5.4 Other Experiments
We have experimented with parameterized versions of models inluded in the standard
Uppaal distribution, namely Fisher's mutual exlusion protool, a train gate ontroller,
and a ar gear box ontroller.
In the ase of Fisher's protool (whih is the version of the standard Uppaal distri-
bution, and not the one disussed in the rest of this paper), we parameterized a model
with two proesses, by turning the bound on the period the proesses wait, before en-
tering the ritial setion, into a parameter. We were able to generate the onstraints
that ensure the mutual exlusion within 2 seonds of CPU time on a 266 MHz Pentium
MMX. Using these onstraints as initial onstraints and heking that now indeed the
mutual exlusion is guaranteed, is done even faster. Fisher's protool with two proesses
was also heked in [4℄, whih took about 3 minutes.
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A Notational Conventions
a ation
b natural number
 onstraint
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d nonnegative real number
e linear expression
f simple guard
g guard
i; j index
k total number of ations
l lower bound parameter
m total number of loks
n total number of parameters
p parameter
q loation
r reset set
s state
t; T integer or real number
u upper bound parameter
v parameter valuation
w lok valuation
x; y lok
z parametri zone
A set of ations
C set of onstraints
D parametri dierene bound matrix
E set of linear expressions
G set of guards
I invariant funtion
K number of lower bound parameters
L set of lower bound parameters
M number of upper bound parameters
P set of parameters
Q set of loations
R set of reset sets
S set of states
U set of upper bound parameters
X set of loks
A parametri timed automaton
E unit PDBM
L labelled transition system
N the natural numbers
R the real numbers
Z the integers
,  extended valuation of lower bound (upper bound) parameter, respetively
 state formula
 system property
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